
3,000+ Organizations and Charities Cannot Put a Dent
in Human Trafficking. Reason? The Clinton Global
Initiative. It's Time to Bring Down This House of
Cards.  (news)
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This is more than distressing. The only logical conclusion that
can be made is that these 3,000+ organizations, most if not all
have affiliations with the Clinton Foundation/Clinton Global
Initiative (CGI). This fact makes it pretty damn safe to say that a
HUGE % of these organizations serve as fronts and that its
charities are corrupted, thereby reaching the conclusion that
the CGI condones and supports the opposite of stopping
human trafficking and therefore is the cause of human
trafficking being the world's fastest growing crime.
The Global Slavery Index of 2017 reports that 45.8 million
people are enslaved in the world today. According to the
Department of Justice, human trafficking is the 2nd fasting
growing crime in the US and is on the rise in cities and towns in
all 50 states, and a recent report reveals a 77% increase in the
US in juvenile human trafficking
victims. https://www.globalslaveryindex.org/https://www.huffingt
onpost.com/2015/01/07/human-trafficking-
increasing_n_6425864.htmlhttp://www.spokesman.com/stories/
2018/feb/13/a-hidden-crime-child-sex-trafficking-is-on-the-
ris/https://www.thetowntalk.com/story/news/2018/02/28/report-
shows-77-percent-increase-juvenile-human-trafficking-
victims/382347002/
Although my point has been made, one has to get a "feeling"
about the enormity of it all, so here is a "dynamic" list (meaning
there are thousands of others that come under 2 different
headings that I will address later) of organizations and charities
that "combat" human trafficking.
▪Anti-Slavery International ▪8th Day Center for Justice ▪A Better
World ▪AZI Alberta ▪Agape International Missions ▪Arizona
League to End Regional Trafficking ▪Awareness Against
Human Trafficking ▪Bishop Outreach ▪Breaking Free ▪California
Against Slavery ▪Centre to End All Sexual Exploitation
▪Coalition to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking ▪Chab Dai
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▪Deborah's Gate ▪Development and Education Programme for
Daughters and Communities ▪Devatop Centre for African
Development ▪Dunbar Mahila Samanwaya Committee ▪ECPAT
▪The Emancipation Network ▪EVE ▪The Exodus Road ▪Face to
Face Bulgaria ▪Florida Abolitionist ▪Freeset ▪GABRIELA ▪Global
Centurion Foundation ▪Hope for Justice ▪Ing Makababaying
Aksyon ▪International Justice Mission ▪London Anti-Human
Trafficking Committee ▪Love 146 ▪Maiti Nepal ▪Men Against
Sexual Trafficking ▪Mongolian Gender Equality Center ▪NASHI
▪Office to Combat Trafficking in Persons ▪Operation
Underground ▪Physicians for Human Rights ▪Polaris Project
▪PREDA Foundation ▪Prerana ▪Rahab Ministries ▪Ratamak
International ▪Reaching Out Romania ▪Redlight Children
Campaign ▪Renew Foundation ▪Ricky Martin Foundation ▪Ride
for Refuge ▪Run for Courage ▪Run 2 Rescue ▪Shared Hope
International ▪Slavery Footprint ▪Stop Child Trafficking Now
▪Stop the Traffic ▪Third World Movement Against the
Exploitation of Women ▪Tiny Hands Internet ▪Thorn a/k/a Digital
Defenders of Children ▪Truckers Against Trafficking ▪Visajan
Forum Foundation ▪Vital Voices ▪World Orphans ▪ZOE
International
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_organizations_that_combat
_human_trafficking
That's it for the "dynamic" list. The 2 additional entities are:
▪Freedom Collaborative, managed by Liberty Asia
▪globalmodernslavery.org
Freedom Collaborative labels itself as a "One connected global
anti-trafficking community-based platform which brings anti-
trafficking organizations and stakeholders from around the
world together." The partnership with Liberty Asia "is changing
the way slavery and trafficking is addressed by leveraging
technology and expertise." It further states that "Chab Dai (part
of CGI) for the past decade, has built a network of
organizations on the frontier to end all forms of abuse and
exploitation through knowledge sharing and collaboration."
Global Modern Slavery has - wait for this - 2,479 organizations.
The Global Modern Slavery Directory was launched in 2014 by
the CGI, and I believe I read it reached or it was thought to
reach 3,000 organizations in
2017. http://www.freedomcollaborative.org/ http://chabdai.org/ h
ttp://www.globalmodernslavery.org/https://www.clintonfoundatio
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n.org/clinton-global-initiative/commitments/global-modern-
slavery-directory
Human trafficking and crimes against children can be
decreased dramatically by dissolving the CGI and all of its
organizations and the prosecution of Bill, Hillary, and Chelsea
Clinton.
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[–]  DamoclesofBenghazi  6 points (+6|-0 ) 4 hours ago 

Never forget Soros's cockholster Steven Colbert works for the
child trafficking industry called the Clinton Global Initiative
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/46703
permalink

[–]  derram  2 points (+2|-0 ) 4 hours ago 

https://archive.fo/YnEu5 :

This has been an automated message. JPG
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[–]  doorking  1 points (+1|-0 ) 2.5 hours ago 

Better to whore than starve. If everyone in the world had three
squares, some would still sell it, and most would still buy it. You
end trafficking by making whoring legal, and respecting whores.
Take the morality out of it.
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[–]  hifags18  0 points (+0|-0 ) 21 minutes ago 

if I ever have children I won't let them leave the house, so
there's no chance of them getting kidnapped and trafficked
permalink

[–]  hifags18  0 points (+0|-0 ) 28 minutes ago 

shit, and a alpha dude like me can't even buy or a slave or a
wench in america, have to like goto India or some other 3rd
world shit hole to own servants
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Human Trafficking Is Still Globe's Fastest-Growing Crime
Despite Increased Awareness | HuffPost
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[–]  Jeckle  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.4 hours ago 

The rebranding of the worlds oldest profession as human
trafficking isn't enough to change human sexuality. Amazing.
permalink

[–]  runningbear  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2 hours ago 

good post this stuff is all new to me, glad to find a concise write
yp w source
permalink
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